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In those days, as a family, we constantly waited for the latest news of the day on radio 
and television. On November 9, 1989, the day on which the anniversary of the night of 
the Crystals was celebrated, already with our coat on, we stood in the living room in 
front of the television and stared at the screen and Schabowski, who was making his 
"memorable" statements that, in the meantime , flickered across the screen. The head of 
the family was impatient because we had to go to the theater. In the TIP (Theater im 
Palast), they were showing the comedy "The Naked Madness" and we had tickets. I no 
longer remember the plot of the comedy, but the events that happened then still flow to 
me after all these years in front of my eyes like in a film.  
 
It was half past midnight when we, still wearing our coats, stood in front of the TV 
screen again, gawking at the people rushing towards West Berlin at the border crossing 
of Bornholmer Str. I expressed the assumption that it must have been shots taken 
before 1961, to which my "kind" husband reacted by exclaiming: "what nonsense! Then 
there was no color television! ". But what else could it be? Hesitating, my seventeen-
year-old son said his: "The border is no more. Damn, those from Berlin can go straight 
to the other sector! ". After the first reaction of amazement and wonder, I too found it 
natural. The father looked at us worriedly and observed that if the border was not there 
at that moment, it would not be there the next day either. For his part, he, for this 
reason, preferred to go to bed. How often did he regret doing it! 
 
Holger and I walked towards the tram which passes in front of our door and goes from 
Hellersdorf to Marzhan. It was one in the morning, but the bus was as crowded as 
during rush hours. At the border crossing of the Invalidenstraße "naked madness" raged 
along the road. A crowd like I've never seen it before. The "Wessis" (nickname of West 
Berliners N.d.T.) crowded towards the East sector, the "Ossis" (East Berliners N.d.T.) 
towards the West sector and in the fray shouted: "Let us go through there a little while. 
You can always pass here ”. In the middle my son Holger and I were holding hands 
anxiously like in a dream watching what was happening almost without believing it.   
 
From every side of the western sector came a great exultation; a boy who looked 18 
shouted enthusiastically: "I've been waiting for this for 28 years!". Only the following day 
I realized the humor of this cry of joy. That night I just thought: “Me too, my boy, but I 
never thought I'd go through all this”. I was reminded of relatives and friends, among 
other things my father, an old Berliner, who had so intensely desired such an event, but 
who could no longer experience it.  
Close to all this joy I was almost stiff and could not abandon myself to jubilation; I was 
immensely sad thinking of the years that have passed since 1961, in which we had 
become addicted to this 'unicum', a border that divides a city in two. A new world began 
for our children after the fall of the wall. A few days later my son was amazed that Uncle 
Rudi, who lived in Charlottenburg, could come to visit us every day by bicycle. As 



Holger and I stood on the west side of the Brandenburg Gate we saw people opening 
bottles of sparkling wine, others attempting to climb the wall, and also who were already 
busy tearing it down. 
I took Holger by the hand again to go home. It was possible that they would close the 
border, Dad was in bed and we were in the West sector. So we went back. Burgomaster 
Walter Momper came to Invalidestraße while they were distributing newspapers. In 
Chausseestraße we call home, there was no need to worry, we were about to arrive 
home. A sleepy voice grumbled without enthusiasm: "Mhm". The next morning my 
husband said to me: “Don't worry, I wasn't worried at all because I was sleeping 
soundly. Only after your phone call I stayed awake and worried, not because you were 
out, but to understand the meaning of all this ”. 
As a Berliner who has lived in this city for more than fifty years, I am invaded by a 
feeling of happiness at the thought that for ten years we can enjoy this city without 
borders. 
“The Naked Madness!”. 


